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ABSTRACT This paper proposes a novel design and the experimental characterization of a dual-band,
shared aperture transmitarray operating in dual linear polarization at K/Ka-band. It is based on a 1-bit unit-
cell realized using five metal layers and demonstrating low transmission loss (<2 dB). By combining the
polarization rotation method and the stacked patch architecture, the proposed shared aperture transmitarray
is able to shape the beam independently in both K- and Ka-bands. A 40 × 40-element prototype has been
optimized by using an ad-hoc numerical tool and fabricated. The experimental results are in excellent
agreement with the numerical and full-wave electromagnetic simulations. This flat lens is illuminated by
two standard gain horns with a nominal gain of 10 dBi. They are mounted in orthogonal polarization and
located at the same distance from the aperture (110 mm). A peak gain of 27.1 and 29.9 dBi has been
achieved, respectively, at 18.7 and 28.5 GHz corresponding to an aperture efficiency of 26.1 and 22.3%. The
possibility to steer mechanically the radiation pattern has also been experimentally proven. The proposed
antenna system is a low-cost and compact solution for future vehicular broadband SatCom applications.

INDEX TERMS Transmitarray antenna, SatCom, SOTM, dual-band, dual-polarization, polarization
manipulation.

I. INTRODUCTION
SATCOM-on-the-move applications (SOTM) on different
mobile platforms will play a fundamental role in the future
‘‘New Space’’ era, also indicated as Internet-of-Space (IoS).
Both the use of Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellite technologies
and the millimeter wave spectrum, such as the K/Ka-band,
will enable the development of new SatCom broadband sys-
tems and services [1], [2], [3]. In this context, one of the
key enablers for the integration of the future SOTM sys-
tems in relatively compact terrestrial platforms, such as in
the case of vehicles, is the miniaturization of the antenna
systems (see Fig. 1). In fact, highly efficient and directive
antenna, with relative large radiating aperture, are used to
compensate the signal fading at millimeter waves. Today
several commercial antenna solutions have been developed
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for SOTM [3]; however, both aperture dimensions and costs
are extremely large to allow their integration on the vehi-
cle and meet the stringent requirements of the automotive
market.

In addition to the high-gain, wideband and beam-steering
specifications, SOTM communications at K/Ka-bands
require innovative antenna solutions operating in full-duplex
and dual polarization. Orthogonal polarization is required
between up-link (27.5-31.0 GHz) and down-link
(17.3-21.2 GHz) frequency ranges to improve the Tx/Rx
isolation. Mechanical or electronic beam scanning is used at
the terminal to guarantee a reliable communication link with
one or more moving satellites. Flat mechanical solutions are
typically based on continuous transverse stub (CTS) [4], [5]
or Risley-prism antennas [6], [7], [8]. On the other hand,
phased-array antennas with integrated circuits (IC) are very
flexible architectures to electronically steer the radiated
beam [9], [10].
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FIGURE 1. SatCom vehicular communication scenario at K-/Ka-band
using a single panel antenna with mechanical steering.

An alternative and very promising solution for SatCom
applications is based on transmitarray antennas [11]. A trans-
mitarray is a spatially-fed architecture composed of a focal
source/array and a flat panel composed of several hundred
or thousands of unit-cells. The spherical electromagnetic
wavefront radiated by the focal system and impinging on
the transmitarray aperture is locally compensated in phase
by the unit-cells and collimated in a specific direction of the
far field. Varactors [12], RF-MEMS switches [13], or p-i-n
diodes [14], [15], [16] can be integrated into the radiating
aperture to electronically control the transmission phase of
the unit-cells and dynamically steer/shape the antenna beam.
Two separate panels are typically used at K/Ka-band to
facilitate the implementation of full-duplex SatCom antenna
systems. This leads to large antenna footprints that might
be challenging to accommodate on moving platforms of
limited size. Therefore aperture-shared solutions are attrac-
tive to overcome this major limitation. As presented in
Fig. 1, a single-panel transmitarray antenna with mechanical
beam-scanning is proposed in this paper for vehicular SOTM
applications.

In this context dual-band, shared aperture transmitarrays
with fixed beam or mechanical steering have been demon-
strated in the last years at Ku- [17], [18], [19], [20], [21]
and K/Ka-bands [22], [23], [24], [25], [26]. They are based
predominantly on interleaved unit-cells with a lattice peri-
odicity larger than half a wavelength. Such a lattice size
induces the appearance of grating lobes in the visible range
while scanning the antenna beam over a wide field of view.
Interleaved technology represents an excellent solution with
an aperture efficiency up to 53.0% [18] at Ku-band, where
the ratio between the frequency bands is more favorable
than in the K/Ka-bands. On the other side, stacked architec-
tures [22], [26] allow us to reduce significantly the lattice size,
but at the cost of a complex multilayer stack-up with a large
number of dielectric and metal layers.

To circumvent these two limitations (compact lattice size
and extremely complex multilayer architecture if compared
to stacked architectures [22]) and obtain a relative 3-dB gain

FIGURE 2. (a) Geometrical parameters of the U-slotted patch antennas,
unit-cell stack-up, and schematic view of the proposed aperture-shared
transmitarray. The red and blue patches indicated 000 or 180 unit-cells,
respectively. (b) Equivalent Lumped element circuit of the stacked UC.

FIGURE 3. Simulated transmission coefficients of the dual-band, dual
linearly-polarized UC as a function of frequency: magnitude of the
cross-polar components.

bandwidth > 10% in each band, we introduce here a new
dual-band, dual-linearly polarized unit-cell for transmitarray
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at K/Ka-band (the center frequencies in the down- and up-link
bands are 19 and 29 GHz respectively). This unit-cell is
based on a stacked approach with five metal layers (see
Fig. 1(a)). U-slotted patch antennas have been selected
as radiating elements to obtain a wideband design [27].
The potentiality of this unit-cell has been discussed in our
preliminary conference paper and compared to interleaved
strategies [28]. Furthermore, the work proposed here dras-
tically differs from [19], where U-slotted patch antennas are
interleaved to design a single linearly-polarized transmitarray
operating in dual-band at 12 and 14 GHz. It may appear
at first thought that the proposed stacked unit-cell is not
fundamentally different from the latter, but the different ratio
between the frequency bands addressed in this paper makes
our design more advanced. In fact, the stacked architecture
is extremely sensitive to mutual coupling between radiating
elements operating at different frequencies. Furthermore, the
major limitation of the strategy proposed in [19] is the demon-
strated gain bandwidth, which is lower than 8%.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. The geom-
etry and operating principle of the proposed unit-cell are
discussed in Section II. A design example is provided in
Section III together with numerical and experimental results.
Mechanical beam-steering is achieved by changing the rela-
tive position of the flat lens with respect to the center of the
focal system. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section IV.

II. DUAL-BAND DUAL-POLARIZED UNIT-CELL
As introduced in Section I, one of the keys to the integration
on vehicles of high-gain antennas for Ka-satellite connec-
tivity is the reduction of the radiating surface. To this end,
we propose here a dual-band (K/Ka), dual linearly polarized
unit-cell based on a stacked architecture. In SOTM applica-
tions at Ka-band, the targeted frequency bands are defined as
17.3-21.2 GHz and 27.5-31.5 GHz for the down-link and up-
link, respectively. The use of the stacked approach leads to
a much more compact lattice size if compared to the inter-
leaving technique [23], [24], e.g. periodicity lower than half
of a wavelength on the two bands. Furthermore, the compact
lattice allows for a mitigation of the grating lobe phenomena
in the visible region and an improved steering capability,
as demonstrated in our preliminary conference paper [28].
This characteristic is also confirmed here in the case where
the beam is steered mechanically.

A. ARCHITECTURE AND OPERATION PRINCIPLE
The geometry and physical dimensions of the proposed
stacked unit-cell (UC) is represented in Fig. 2(a). Its lat-
tice size is equal to 5 × 5 mm2, which is equivalent to
0.48λul×0.48λul and 0.31λdl×0.31λdl , where λdl and λul
indicate the wavelength in free space at 19 and 29 GHz
respectively (DL and UL stand for down-link and up-link,
respectively). To achieve a dual-band behavior, this UC
includes four patch antennas loaded by U-shaped slots. Two
patches are used for the receiving layer (Rx), and two patches
for the transmitting one (Tx). The innermetal layers operate in

FIGURE 4. Simulated transmission coefficients of the dual-band, dual
linearly-polarized UC as a function of frequency: magnitude of the
cross-polar components.

the DL band and are printed on two 762-µm-thick substrates
(Roger RT/Duroid 6002 substrates εr = 2.94, tanδ = 0.0012);
they are linearly-polarized along x-axis. The outer metal
layers correspond to the patches resonating at UL; they are
printed on two 508-µm-thick substrates and are polarized
along y-axis. The four substrates are bounded using three
films of glue (Arlon CuClad 6700 films εr = 2.35, tanδ =

0.0025, thickness: 114 µm). A metalized via-hole located at
the center of the rectangular radiating element (diameter: 200
µm) is used to connect the four patches and correctly feed the
radiating elements. Finally, a circular slot (diameter: 1 mm)
is etched in the ground plane to isolate this via (Fig. 2(a)).

In the proposed structure, both operation in dual-linear
polarization and frequency isolation are achieved by impos-
ing a 90◦ geometrical rotation between the UL and DL patch
antennas of each unit-cell phase state. Moreover, the 1-bit
of phase resolution is obtained independently in each band
by rotating the Tx patches at UL or DL by 180◦ around the
central metalized via, as indicated in Fig. 2(a). Both patch
configurations in each band are labeled UL000 or DL000
and UL180 or DL180, respectively. Considering the different
combinations of the four Tx patches (i.e. stackingUL000with
DL000, UL000 with DL180, UL180 with DL000, or UL180
with DL180), four phase-shift structures with 1-bit of phase
resolution can be implemented to control independently the
UL and DL phase distributions. Furthermore, the isolation
between UL and DL has been improved by introducing a
dissymmetry in the U-slot position of the patches operating
at DL (e.g. a shift of 0.325 mm and 0.945 mm from the right-
and left-edges of the patch, respectively in Fig. 2(a)). While,
the U-slot of the UL patch is located at the center of the square
patch antenna.

It is well known from the literature that a U-slot loaded
patch antenna exhibit a dual resonance behavior [29], e.g. one
resonance is due to the patch antenna (cavity mode TM10)
and the second one is generated by the U-slot. Combining
these two resonances allows achieving a wideband radiating
element. Their approximate expressions have been used in
our previous work [30] to derive an equivalent model based
on lumped elements. Considering the geometrical parameters
of the four U-slotted patches, it is possible to represent each
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patch as a series combination of a parallel RLC resonator
(rectangular microstrip patch) and a complex impedance
modelling the U-slot. These two resonators are indicated in
Fig. 2(b) with the impedance terms Zpand ZUs, respectively.
Furthermore, the metallized via in each of the dielectric layer
can be modelled as an inductor L. Its value (L1 or L2) depends
on the thickness and dielectric properties of the substrate.
The hole in the ground plane is equivalent to a capacitor C .
Finally, both patches are coupled to input/output 377 � free-
space ports through ideal transformers. The different Lumped
elements can be extracted analytically by considering the
formulas presented in [30].

B. FREQUENCY RESPONSE
The proposed UC has been simulated using the full-wave
electromagnetic software Ansys HFSS with periodic bound-
ary conditions and Floquet ports. The simulated magnitude
and phase of the transmission coefficients of the UC illu-
minated under normal incidence are plotted respectively in
Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) for both phase states and each fre-
quency band. The results under oblique incidence up to 45◦

are not given here for brevity purposes; as expected and as
demonstrated previously in the case of U-slotted patch-based
unit-cells [14], a negligible variation in amplitude and phase
is observed when compared to normal incidence behavior.

The 1-dB transmission bandwidth of theUC reaches 17.4%
and 10.7% at 19.5 GHz and 29 GHz, respectively with a min-
imum insertion loss lower than 0.5 dB. Furthermore, the 1-bit
phase resolution is obtained over both entire frequency bands
of interest. To study the isolation between DL and UL fre-
quency bands, the four UC combinations have been analyzed
in simulation as a function of the UC phase states; they are
named UL000-DL000, UL180-DL000, UL000-DL180, and
UL180-DL180. The numerical results are plotted in Fig. 3(b).
They clearly show that thanks to the 90◦ rotation between UL
andDL patches, a very similar frequency response is obtained
for each UC combination. In the same way, no difference in
the transmission phase response has been obtained for the
same configurations. Furthermore, thanks to the 90◦ geomet-
rical rotation of the UL and DL patch antennas, the simulated
isolation between the two polarizations is lower than 13 and
16 dB on DL and UL frequency bands, respectively (see
Fig. 4 for details). The cross-polarization component has
been extracted by the full-wave simulation under normal
incidence and considering the excitation of the fundamental
mode for each frequency band on the Rx side of the unit-cell.
Additional details on the UC geometry and surface current
distributions are included in our preliminary work [25].

III. DUAL-BAND DUAL-POLARIZED TRANSMITARRAY
The schematic view of the 40 × 40-element transmitarray is
presented in Fig. 5(a). The aperture has a surface equal to
200×200mm2. Two pyramidal horn antennas (one for theDL
and one for the UL frequency bands) are used to illuminate
the TA panel. Their nominal gains are around 10 dBi. They
are linearly-polarized along the x- and y-axes for the DL

FIGURE 5. Measured 40 × 40-element transmitarray. (a) schematic view
(top) and photograph (middle) of the antenna prototype with the
optimized 1-bit phase gradients (DL left-bottom and UL right-bottom).
In the picture, at each frequency band, red and blue pixels indicated a
phase state 000 or 180, respectively. (b) frequency response at the
downlink (DL) and uplink (UL) bands.

and UL frequency bands, respectively to guarantee a suitable
excitation of the UC. Although both horns operate in different
frequency bands, they are placed in the same focal plane to
ease the antenna assembly and avoid shadowing effects and
spurious scattering phenomena.

The focal distance F has been optimized using our ad-hoc
numerical tool to find the best trade-off between illumination
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TABLE 1. Performance comparison with existing dual-band, dual-polarized transmitarrays at K/Ka-BAnd.

taper and spill-over in both bands [31], [32]. The optimal
value of F for DL and UL is 110 mm (corresponding to a
F/D ratio equal to 0.56, where D is the aperture size). The
UL and DL horns are shifted from the center respectively
by ±15 mm in the xy-plane. Even in this case, this position
has been optimized to maximize the aperture efficiency and
minimize the beam squint effects, when mechanical scanning
is considered. These choices lead to an illumination level
lower than -10 dB at the transmitarray aperture in both bands.

The optimized and fabricated prototype, including the UL
and DL 1-bit phase gradients, is presented in Fig. 5(a).
For each frequency band, these phase distributions are syn-
thesized to collimate the beam at the broadside direction.
The full-wave results of the focal sources and the active
radiation patterns and scattering matrix of the UC, under
normal incidence conditions, are taken into account in the
optimization process. The required 1-bit phase gradient
ϕmUC

(
Sm21, fDL , fUL

)
is defined for each of the 1600 unit-cells

using the expression in (1), as shown at the bottom of the
page.

For a future integration of the proposed antenna system,
to reduce the thickness of the antenna, the dual-horn system
could be replaced by a dual-band, dual-polarized flat array

generating a similar aperture taper than the one obtained with
the actual illumination system. By slightly optimizing the
phase gradients, an improvement of the gain could be also
achieved thanks to the possibility to locate the flat array at
the center of the focal plane. Dual-band folded architectures
have been also preliminary investigated in the literature [33].
In this paper, the dual-horn focal structure has been selected
to study and demonstrate the beam-steering capability of the
antenna, which is an important feature in the case of vehicular
SOTM applications.

A. PERFORMANCE AT BROADSIDE
The proposed TA behavior has been also studied using full
wave simulations (Ansys HFSS version 2020.R1) to validate
the numerical results obtained with our ad-hoc numerical
tool [31], [32]. The finite element-boundary integral (FE-
BI) solver has been employed to speed-up the simulation
convergence and reduce the required computing resources.
The simulation has been carried out using parallel computing
(up to 8 cores) and 256 Gbits of RAM. The simulated peak
gain (EM Sim.) is plotted in Fig. 5(b) as a function of fre-
quency and is compared with the results achieved with the
array-theory-based ad-hoc tool (Th. Sim.). The agreement

ϕmUC
(
Sm21, fDL , fUL

)
=


DL000 − UL000 if−90◦

≤ ϕmUC
(
Sm21, fDL , fUL

)
< 90◦

DL000 − UL180 if−90◦
≤ ϕmUC

(
Sm21, fDL

)
< 90◦

∧
(
ϕmUC

(
Sm21, fUL

)
<−90◦

∨ ϕmUC
(
Sm21, fUL

)
≥90◦

)
DL180 − UL000 if

(
ϕmUC

(
Sm21, fDL

)
< −90◦

∨ ϕmUC
(
Sm21, fDL

)
≥ 90◦

)
∧ −90◦

≤ ϕmUC
(
Sm21, fUL

)
DL180 − UL180 otherwise

(1)
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FIGURE 6. Measured, theoretical, and simulated gain radiation patterns
at broadside. 19 GHz for the (a) E- and (b) H-planes, and 29 GHz for the
(c) E- and (d) H-planes. Measured cross-polarization components are
also reported (blue lines).

between both approaches is very satisfactory. The average
error between both simulation methods is lower than 0.5 and
1 dB, respectively, in the DL and UL frequency bands. The

FIGURE 7. Measured gain radiation patterns at broadside. 2D pattern as a
function of frequency.

slight discrepancy observed in the UL band is probably due
to the imposed convergence criteria.

The antenna prototype has been fabricated using a standard
PCB (Printed Circuit Board) process, with a copper thickness
of 18 µm and a minimum line resolution of 200 µm ± 25
µm. The total PCB thickness equals 2.972 mm ± 10%. The
antenna has been then characterized using the CEA-Leti far-
field facility. The measured gain frequency response (Meas.)
is also represented in Fig. 5(b). A peak gain of 27.1 and
29.9 dBi has been obtained at 19.8 and 28.2 GHz, respec-
tively. As presented in this figure, an excellent agreement
with the theoretical simulations has been obtained with an
absolute error lower than 0.5 dB in both frequency ranges.
The ripple in the measured frequency response is probably
due to the impact of the mechanical setup used to fix the
antenna system in the anechoic chamber, which can introduce
interferences produced by spurious reflections. We exclude a
possible mismatching of the unit-cell following fabrication
errors because, as presented in [25], the simulated reflection
coefficient is lower than −14 dB on both frequency bands.
As a summary, the main characteristics and experimen-

tal results of the fabricated transmitarray are presented
in Table 1 and compared to the actual state-of-the-art on
dual-band transmitarray at K/Ka-bands. Note that in Table 1,
we present only prototypes where the ratio between down-
and up-link bands is particularly challenging, i.e. ∼0.65 (19
GHz over 29 GHz). Compared to previous demonstrations
with a stacked unit-cell architecture [22], [26], the proposed
transmitarray is able to radiate two wideband beams with two
orthogonal linear polarizations by using a reduced number
of dielectric and metal layers. Despite the 1-bit phase reso-
lution which produces a directivity loss if compared to the
case of the continuous phase compensation, an antenna effi-
ciency (i.e. ratio measured antenna gain over directivity) of
72.6 and 71.8%, corresponding to an aperture efficiency (i.e.
ratio measured antenna gain over directivity of the uniformly
excited in amplitude and phase equivalent aperture (4π ·S/λ2,
where S is the square surface of the transmitarray aperture)
of 26.1 and 22.3%, has been also demonstrated at DL and
UL, respectively. In terms of -3 dB gain bandwidth, the
achieved results are at the best level in the literature [23], [24].
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FIGURE 8. Measured and theoretical gain radiation patterns (co-polar) for different beam-pointing directions. (a,b,c) Beam pointing at 20◦ in H-plane
at 19 GHz (a) , 29 GHz (b), and (c) 2D pattern as a function of frequency. (d,e,f) Beam pointing at 30◦ in H-plane at 19 GHz (d), 29 GHz (e), and (f) 2D
pattern as a function of frequency.

As a result, the proposed dual-band dual linearly-polarized
antenna has the advantages of a compact aperture, wideband
and good efficiency.

The radiation patterns measured at broadside in co- and
cross-polarizations in E- and H-planes are presented in Fig. 6
at 19 and 29 GHz. An excellent agreement is demonstrated
between experimental and numerical results (array theory and
full-wave). The measured cross-polarization discrimination
(XPD) at broadside is equal to 33.4 and 37.1 dB at 19 and
29 GHz, respectively. To demonstrate the wideband behavior
of the proposed system, the measured gain radiation patterns
(E-plane) are plotted in Fig. 7.

B. BEAM-SCANNING PERFORMANCE
To demonstrate the relevance of the proposed transmitarray
architecture with respect to SatCom vehicular applications,
mechanical steering has been tested by opportunely moving
the focal source system along the y-axis (corresponding to
the H- or E-plane for the DL and UL, respectively) of the flat
lens. The movement has been achieved manually to emulate
the electromechanical drive which can be used in real system
implementations. To generate a beam at 20◦ and 30◦, the focal
system is moved in two positions with a distance from the
center of 4.6 mm and 6.7 mm, respectively.

The mechanical beam scanning technology is selected here
as an alternative mature, robust, and low cost solution to
electronically-beam-scanning based transmitarrays. If com-
pared with scanning solutions based on p-i-n diodes [16], [35]
or varactors, the use of a fully passive phase-shift surface
can be compatible (no non-linear effects) with the high
radiated power (>45 dBm at the feed level) required to
achieve the adequate EIRP (Effective Isotropic Radiated
Power) for LEO satellite connectivity even whit a relatively
small antenna aperture. Furthermore, as presented in recent
publications [6], [7], the mechanical beam scanning can be
also provided considering Risley prisms, which can improve
the scanning range of the transmitarray and the total profile.

For brevity purposes, the radiation characteristics are pro-
vided only for two main beam directions in H-plane (20◦ and
30◦). The measured and theoretical gain radiation patterns
computed at 19 and 29 GHz are presented in Fig. 8 together
with the measured 2D patterns as a function of frequency.
The scan loss at 19 GHz equals 1.5 dB and 3.4 dB when the
antenna beam points at 20◦ or 30◦, respectively. Maximum
scan loss of 6 dB is measured at 29 GHz when the beam
is steered at 30◦. The difference in the scan loss between
DL and UL is due to the different periodicity of the unit
cell at the two bands. The achieved results are in line with
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the actual literature, where mechanical-scanning capabilities
up to 45◦ have been demonstrated [21], [23]. Furthermore,
as demonstrated in [34], the scan loss could be mitigated if
specific multi-focal phase distributions are applied [34].

IV. CONCLUSION
This paper demonstrates experimentally a wideband, high
gain, dual-band, dual linearly polarized, and compact aper-
ture transmitarray for vehicular SatCom applications at K/Ka-
bands. A stacked unit-cell architecture has been designed
to have a periodicity lower than half of a wavelength at
both UL and DL frequency bands. A prototype has been
fully characterized to validate the radiation performance at
broadside and in scanning when moving the focal point. The
experimental results are in very good agreement with the
numerical model and prove wideband behavior up to 19.8%
with an aperture efficiency > 20%. The proposed antenna
can achieve high-gain and beam-steering with a relatively
compact surface.

The proposed linearly-polarized transmitarray can be com-
bined with a linear-to-circular polarization converter [36] to
generate a dual circular polarization and improve the link
budget between the terminal and the satellite. Circularly-
polarized patches [27] can be also used on the transmit-
ting layer by opportunely controlling the mutual coupling
between the radiating elements operating in the two fre-
quency bands.
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